and J. S. W. Wong [13] , [14] , Miller [11] , [12] , M. Z. Nashed and Wong [16] , and S, I. Grossman and Miller [4] ).
In §11 we shall develop a fixed point theorem designed to include not only (1) but also other applications. The results concerning (1) will be applied to Fredholm integrodifferential equations of the forms (3) z'it) = /(/) + <pit, zit)) + J~ ait, s)ùjizis)) ds, ziO) = p, and (4) z'it) = /(/) + chit, zit)) + f~ Kit -s)coizis)) ds, ziO) = p.
In §IV we shall obtain existence and uniqueness results on prescribed rectangles for integral equations of the form [12] . The corresponding ( 
6) dsdt
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ordinary differential equation has been studied by J. Dieudonne' [3, Chapter 10, §4]. It will be indicated at the end of §IV that the Banach space setting of (6) permits the realization of information about equations such as uis, t, z) = fis, t, z) + HÍz, uis, t, z), -uis, t, z), -uis, t, z))
dsdt ds dt + K[z, r, uis, t, r), -uis, t, r),-uis, t, r) ) dr, Jo \ ds dt J uis, 0, z) = ais, z), uiO, t, z) = At, z).
II. A fixed point theorem.
In this section we shall take <Xj and X2 to be 
Thus K is a contraction, and there is exactly one member u of e>2io) such that %£ to %£. We will find conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3) to be useful. 
, and let P be given on R by Pit) = \uit) -vit)\. Now, if / is a positive number, First we comment on how Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 4, and then we prove Theorem 4. Suppose that <p,ip, p, and / are as in (i) and (ii) of Corollary 2.
Let (¿>i> t?2' £3) i" x x ,3e i?iven by gxis, t) = cbis) + ifjit) -P + jl f0 /(x< y^dydx, g2is, t) = Cb'is) +jlo fis, y)dy, g As, t) = ifj'it) + fo fix, t) dx. . This is well known and can be easily seen from a mean value theorem computation similar to the one above. Note that this shows how to restrict o and r of (7) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
